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Abstract

With the development of SDN/NFV technologies in 5G, the mobile security function chaining is
supposed to meet the rapidly growing security requirements for mobile traffic. However, there are
still many challenges to be addressed. Among them, how to correctly configure an ordered set of
security functions is an important topic, but does not draw much attention from researchers. Thus,
in this paper, we propose a framework of function-independent rule management (FIRM) with the
corresponding security rule specification, which decouples the security rules with the specific func-
tions and simplifies related configurations. The purpose is to alleviate misconfigurations of security
rules related functions. We built the FIRM prototype and conduct several experiments. The related
experim ent results confirm its availability and superiority.

Keywords: Security Function Chaining, Security Rule Specification, Function-independent Rule
Management

1 Introduction

According to the Cisco Visual Networking Index (VNI) 2017 [6], there will be 5.5 billion global mobile
users and generate 49EB mobile traffic per month by 2021. Moreover, as the rapid development of
mobile communications, there is an explosive requirement growth of higher bandwidth, lower latency,
and increased security. To meet these requirements, the concept of fifth generation mobile networks
(5G) is proposed. However, 5G targets a variety of mobile use cases with a variety of specific security
requirements, which needs flexible security mechanisms. Therefore, in such the architecture, with the
key technologies Software Defined Networks (SDN) [14] and Network Function Virtualization (NFV)
[5], required security functions are easily composed on demand in mobile security function chains to
protect mobile traffic.

Mobile security function chaining allows the network security administrator composes common used
basic network security functions flexibly for different mobile security requirements. There are some
researches about the arrangement of security functions in the academia, such as [13] and [2]. However,
the network security not only relies on the arrangement of security functions, but also the configuration
of security rules. In fact, the misconfiguration of security rules is common and serious. For example, [1]
finds that many firewalls deployed by experts are misconfigured because of the complexity of the manual
configurations for firewalls. Due to the mobile security function chaining, the configuration of security
rule is more complex because security rules may belong to many different types of security functions.
One of the effective ways to alleviate the misconfiguration is to simplify the configuration by decoupling
security rules with specific functions and actualizing automatic security rule management.
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Thus, in this paper, we propose a function-independent rule management (FIRM) system with its
corresponding specification of security rule configurations. The function-independent rule specification
is used to describe security rules regardless of the configurations of specific security functions. Based on
the proposed FIRM system, the configuration of security rules is automatic and simple for network secu-
rity administrators. Therefore, the misconfiguration of security rules can be alleviated by the automatic
and function-independent FIRM system.

On the other hand, based on SDN/NFV technologies, the mobile security function chain is usually
built on the cloud datacenters at the edge of the network. However, in terms of the limited comput-
ing resources and low latency requirements for mobile users, a mobile security function chain may be
deployed on distributed cloud datacenters. In other words, the mobile traffic may pass through several
different cloud datacenters. Therefore, we propose the framework of FIRM system by taking distribution
management into the consideration.

The contributions of this paper are as follows: Firstly, to decouple security rules with specific secu-
rity functions, we present a function-independent security rule specification and describe it with YANG
modeling language for automatic configurations. Secondly, we propose the framework of FIRM system,
including its control plane and data plane. Thirdly, we present a use case of mobile security function
chaining and verify the proposed FIRM system on our testbed.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we review related works about security
function chaining, especially security rule management. In section 3, we briefly introduce the mobile
security function chaining. In section 4, we outline a function-independent security rule specification. In
section 5, we describe the framework design of FIRM for mobile security function chaining. In section
6, we present a use case and the verification with the testbed. In section 7, we make a summary and
discuss the future work.

2 Related Work

Since IETF Service Function Chaining (SFC) working group [11] was established, there are some re-
searches about security function chaining in academia. For example, [13] presents a SFC based architec-
ture for on-demand security services. [2] concludes the general network defense patterns with security
function chaining.

However, most of the researches focus on optimizing the composition of security functions in a
security function chain, such as [20]. Moreover, [15] proposes a framework for security function collab-
oration to mitigate large scale attacks. It designs a distributed mitigation system for dynamical security
requirements, but has no consideration on security rules. [3] takes policy enforcement into considera-
tions and proposes an architecture for permission control policy enforcement to solve the trust problem.
Nevertheless, it cannot assign the security polices across different domains.

The most closed work is [18], which proposes a global security policy enforcement architecture for
federated cloud environment. While, there are two differences from this paper. First, our proposed FIRM
system and function-independent security rule specification can decouple security rule with specific se-
curity function and actualize automatic configuration, so that the misconfiguration of security rules can
be alleviated. Second, there is a consideration about the characteristic of mobile traffic which may across
many different domains in this paper. In a word, our proposed FIRM adapts to simplifying the security
rule configuration and reducing misconfigurations for mobile security function chaining.

Therefore, we present the FIRM system with its function-independent security rule specification for
mobile security function chaining in this paper.
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3 Mobile Security Function Chaining

The core idea of mobile security function chaining is derived from service function chaining. However, in
order to meet the security requirements of mobile users, required security functions and corresponding
security rules should be considerate at the same time. Therefore, in this section, the architecture of
mobile security function chaining is introduced, which consists of security function composition and
security rule configuration.

For security function composition, there are four network elements, including classifier, security
function (SF), security function forwarder (SFF) and SFC controller. Classifier is used to classify the
mobile traffic based on pre-defined security classification criteria. With the classifier, there is an unique
label called Service Path ID (SPI) to identify the mobile traffic. SF processes the traffic according to
security rules and the order of SFs is denoted as a label called Service Index (SI). SFF is used to steer
network traffic to next SFF or SF in sequence. SFC controller is in charge of planning the composition
order of security functions based on the classification result from classifier.

For security rule configuration, there are some security functions and a security controller. The
security rule is configurated by network security administrator on the security controller. The security
function receives the security rule from security controller and carries it out.

To create a mobile security function chain for mobile traffic, SFC Controller analyzes the security
requirement and creates an abstract security function composition at first. At the same time, according
to the collected information of network topology, SFC Controller chooses required SFs and SFFs and
obtains their location information. Then, the abstract security function composition is assigned to chosen
SFs and SFFs. After that, SFC Controller tells the classifier the routing path of the received mobile traffic.
Based on the location information of SFs, the Security Controller issues security rules configurated by
the network security administrator to corresponding security functions. Once the mobile traffic pass
through these security functions. the security rules are enforced.

Moreover, according to the latency requirement of mobile traffic, different security functions should
be deployed close to the mobile user and the server separately. Thus, the mobile security function chain
should be deployed across multiple SFC domains. Based on the Hierarchical Service Function Chaining
(hSFC) [9] architecture, the mobile security function chain can be divided into several mobile security
function sub-chains for different domains. Each domain is regarded as a sub-domain and has its own
classifier, which is called Internal Boundary Node (IBN). In each domain, the mobile traffic enters and
exits the sub-chain by its IBN. Besides, there is a logical top domain, which consists of all IBNs, some
top-level SFFs and a special top-level classifier. In the top domain, each IBN is regarded as a SF.

For example, Figure 1 shows a mobile security function chain across through two domains. With the
classification from CF0, the whole chain is divided into sub-chain1 and sub-chain2 with corresponding
SPIs. After the classification, the traffic is steered to SFF1. Then, SFF1 forwards the traffic to IBN1
which is regarded as SF1 in the top domain. When the traffic enters the Domian1 by the IBN1, it passes
follow sub-chain1 and finally returns to the IBN1. Next, the SFF1 forwards the traffic to SFF2. The
traffic processing on SFF2 is similar to the SFF1. After the traffic returns from Domain2, it is forwarded
to SFF3.

In summary, different from the service function chaining, the mobile security function chaining fo-
cuses on security and latency requirements for cross-domain mobile traffic.

4 Security Rule Specification

In this section, a function-independent security rule specification is defined to describe all the security
rule possible in the security function chaining. First of all, a general security rule definition is proposed
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Figure 1: an example of hierarchical service function chaining

to decouple the security rule with the specific security function. Then, to actualize the automatic security
rule configuration with NETCONF protocol, an example YANG modules is given for the configuration
of IDS rules.

4.1 Security Rule Definition

In our notation, R denotes the security rule which consists of the type of security function, the id, the
matching field, the action and the priority.

R(type, id,match,action, priority) (1)

Because of the diversity of security functions and their corresponding security rules, the format of
the matching field R.match is a matching set as follow:

R.match = {srcmac,dstmac,srcip,dstip, proto,srcport,dst port,app} (2)

where srcmac and dstmac denote the source and destination MAC addresses, scrip and dstip denote
the source and destination IP addresses, proto denotes the protocol type of transport layer, srcport and
dstport denote the source and destination ports, and app denotes the protocol type of application layer.

In terms of typical security functions, the available value of R.action is an action set as follow:

R.action = {accept,drop, log,alert, pass, translate, · · ·} (3)

There are common used actions of various security functions, such as firewall, intrusion detection
system (IDS), network address translation (NAT) and etc. For instance, the “accept” and “drop” are often
used for firewall rules, while the “alert”, “pass” and “log” can be used for IDS rules.

4.2 YANG Module Example

In order to actualize automatic configuration, security rules are enforced by using the IETF standardized
NETCONF [10] protocol with its specific data modeling language YANG [4]. For example, a YANG
module for IDS is shown in Figure 2.

It shows a full YANG module for IDS. In line 1, the module name is defined as security-rule. In the
header information (line 2-4), there are namespace statement and prefix statement. To identify the type
of security function, this prefix statement is labeled as ids. In the linkage statements (line 5-10), some
neccessary linkages are imported, including ietf-inet-types, ietf-yang-types and tailf-common. Next, in
the revision history (line 11-12), there are the version information and its description. The final and
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Figure 2: an example YANG module for IDS

important part is the container called rule (line 13-37). Because the security rule consists of the type of
security function, the id, the matching field, the action and the priority, the list ids-classification-rule id
is defined with the following 5 parts. The first part (line 18-20) is leaf rule-name, which represents the
name of the security rule. The rule-name is the key leaf in the list, which is a string used to identify this
security rule. The second part (line 21-23) is leaf rule-id, a random assigned integer when the rule is
created. The third part (line 24-28) is container condition, which represents the matching field. There are
different patterns of matching field for different types of security function. In this instance, matching field
of IDS is represented as leaf-list traffic-char. The fourth part (line 29-34) is container action representing
a specific action. The last part (line 35-37) is leaf priority, which can be calculated by the SPI and the SI
of the corresponding security function in this security function chain.

5 Security Rule Management

In this section, the framework of the FIRM system is presented, especially the design of the security
controller. As shown in Figure 3, the framework comprises control plane and data plane.

5.1 Control Plane

On the control plane, the Web UI is designed to human-faced security rule configuration, which is inde-
pendent from the specific security function. When the network security administrator wants to deploy or
update a security rule, he/she should login in the website with the authorization at first.

Then, the web page jumps into a security rule configuration page. The configuration page is used to
receive human-read security rule. For example, when the network security administrator wants to add
a firewall rule to the mobile security function chain, he/she should choose the function type as firewall
and fill in the rule name, the matching field (such as source and destination IP address), and the action
(accept or drop) on this page.

Afterwards, the web engine translates the received security rule into a kind of machine-read data
structure, including the type of security function, the rule name, the rule id, the matching field, the action
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Figure 3: the framework of security rule management

and the rule priority. At the same time, the web engine generates a random id for this rule. The rule
priority is calculated based on the SPI of the security service chain and the SI of this security function
which can be obtained from the external SFC Controller.

Next, the data structure is stored into a Distributed Security Rule Database, which can be shared with
other security controllers in different SFC domain.

The design of Security Controller is shown in Figure 4. There is a Listener running all the time.
When the operation of data storage is finished, the security controller is activated to read the security rule
from the database and prepare to translate it into the form of proposed security rule specification.

Figure 4: the design of Security Controller

According to the complexity and diversity of the matching field in a security rule, the Rule Analyzer
formats keywords (such as source and destination addresses and protocol type) in a matching field based
on the type of the security function.

Later, the YANG Formatter translates the composition of type of security function, the id, the match-
ing field, the action and the priority with YANG model and calls Config Generator to save the security
rule as a XML format file.

Finally, the Security Controller issues this security rule by the NETCONF Client with the location
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information from the external SFC Controller. There is a connection between control plane and data
plane with NETCONF protocol.

5.2 Data Plane

On the data plane, there is a security rule agent running on each security function node. The security rule
agent not only receives the security rule from control plane, but also sets the security rule to the chosen
security function.

The design of security rule agent is based on a NETCONF Server. With the predefined YANG
modules, the security rule agent can resolve the received security rule with NETCONF protocol.

After the resolving of the security rule, it is stored into a Local Security Rule Database as a backup.
Finally, the resolved security rule is translated into the format which can be read by the specific

security function and written to the local security function configuration.

6 Implementation

6.1 Use Case

The Mobile-Edge Computing (MEC) [17] is one of the most important parts for future mobile network
architecture, which deploys as many as possible mobile network services and applications on the data-
center at the edge of network. Taking computing resources and geographic factors into consideration,
these cloud datacenters are often located closed to the user side and the server side respectively, providing
higher bandwidth and lower latency for mobile traffic.

As shown in Figure 5, there are two cloud datacenters providing security functions for mobile traffic.
The first datacenter DC-1 is next to the user mobile network, while the second datacenter DC-2 is next to
the server. There is a connection between two datacenters across through the Internet. According to the
security requirement and guaranteed performance, the whole mobile security function chain is divided
into two security function sub-chains distributed in different datacenters. To protect user privacy, there
is a composition of firewall and IDS deployed in DC-1, which belongs to the first sub-chain. To defense
the malicious attack from the Internet, there is another composition of firewall and IDS deployed in DC-
2, which belongs to the second sub-chain. There is a global FIRM system is deployed across different
domains but not illustrated in the figure.

Figure 5: the use case for mobile security function chaining
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We implement these two cloud datacenters based on OpenStack [8] testbed. To simplify the experi-
mental topology, each datacenter consists of one gateway and four virtualized switches. The gateway is
regarded as the classifier in each datacenter, which is used to classify mobile traffic and steer them into
the security function sub-chain. Each virtualized switch is regarded as a Security Function Forwarders
(SFF), which can be deployed required security functions. With Docker virtualization technologies [12],
we deploy the security functions in the form of container image, including firewall image and IDS im-
age. In this case, the firewall image is made based on iptables [16], and the IDS image is made based
on Snort [7]. Additionally, refer to the definition of [19], the flow in the mobile security function chain
is encapsulated by NSH. With NSH-aware security functions, the NSH flow can be processed as same
as normal IP flow natively. However, there is no existed security function configuration supporting NSH
flow. Thus, in order to enforce the security rule in NSH-aware security function, we also extend the rule
sets of the firewall and the IDS.

6.2 Verification

6.2.1 Firewall Rule Configuration

Figure 6 shows the Web UI of firewall rule configuration whose function type is chosen as firewall. On
that page, the network security administrator can customize the rule name, matching field (including
source address, destination address and protocol), and action. At that time, the security rule is indepen-
dent from the final configuration of the firewall.

Figure 6: the Web UI of firewall rule configuration

After the web page is submitted, the security rule is processed by Security Controller and assigned
to the corresponding security function. Finally, the received firewall rule shown in Figure 7 is add to the
iptables.

Figure 7: the configured firewall rule
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6.2.2 IDS Rule Configuration

Similar to the firewall, Figure 8 shows the Web UI of IDS rule configuration whose function type is
chosen as IDS. Because the matching field of IDS is more complex than that of firewall, the web page
allows default configurations for the matching field. At that time, the security rule is independent from
the final configuration of the IDS.

Figure 8: the Web UI of IDS rule configuration

After the web page is submitted, the security rule agent receives the IDS configuration. Finally, the
new IDS rule shown in Figure 9 is add to the extended rule set of Snort.

Figure 9: the generated IDS rule set

To summarize, we implement the function-independent configuration of security rules on our testbed
and validate our proposed the FIRM system by experiments.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we present a function-independent security rule specification to describe different kinds of
security rule in a mobile security function chain with YANG modeling language for automatic configu-
ration. We also design the framework of our proposed function-independent rule management (FIRM)
system for mobile security function chaining including both control plane and data plane. A related
prototype is implemented and experiment results confirm its availability and superiority.

However, the propped FIRM still has some limitations. For instance, the collaboration of different
security rules in a mobile security function chain may lead to security rule anomalies. Therefore, an
effective approach is required to resolve the possible conflicts between two more security rules with
different types of security functions. Furthermore, although the automatic security rule configuration is
actualized, the security rules still depend on the network security administrators. Thus, a way to decide
required security rule automatically by the characteristics of mobile traffic is also needed.
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